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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
THE ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED
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tr this presentation is made on behalf of -
.i. the SA lnstitute of lntellestual Property taw (SAilpt)

> the SAIIPI submltted written comments

.1. the Law society of sA (LSSA)

> the |SSA submitted written support for the SAllpL submission

fl as a Fellow of the sAtlPt I have been mandated to represent the
SAIIPL and as Chairperson of the LSSA Committee on tp I have
been mandated to represent the ISSA
.i. I have practised as an attorney in the field of lp law since 1965

'i. I have served on different committees in the field of !p, both national and
international, over many years

tr I will be assisted by Stephen Hollis, also a Fellow of the SAltpL and
a member of the Law Society of the Northern Provinces
'i' he has practised as an attorney in the field of lP and commercia! taw since 2007
.1. he has participated in preparing the submission of the SAllp[



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

THE ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED

fl the SAIIPL is a voluntary association that has existed since 1954
.." the association itself is independent and does not represent any client group

* the members are practising attorneys, academics, business practitioners and
students committed to the protection and enforcement of lP rights

'l the members represent a wide spread of clients, businesses and other entities,
both national and international

fl the LSSA is a voluntary association established in 1998
t' the association itself is independent and does not represent any client group

{' its constituting bodies are the statutory law societies, the Black Lawyers
Association (B[A), and the Natlonal Association of Democratic Lawyers (NADEL)

.l the attorneys who are members of the constituting bodies represent a wide
spread of clients and interest groups, both national and international

D the main objective of the SAIIPL and the LSSA is to preserve and
promote a legal dispensation of integrity and legality and aligned
with the needs and imperatives of SA
{' both associations approach the copyright issues from a legal perspective

'l both assoclatlons are unbiased and have no commercial preference
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NEED FOR COPYRIGHT LAW TO BE UPDATED

COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL NECESSARY

[J SA's current copyright law is generally accepted to be a good and
effective system, but there is also consensus that the current
Copyright Act, 1978 must be updated and modernised
.i' manytechnological developments have taken place since 1978

> the Act must be amended to cater for technological needs within a proper legal framework
.l the need for members of the public in general to have access to, and to make use of,

copyright works has increased
> the Act must be amended to provide for these needs on an equitable basis

{. the need of specific secton of the public, eg students, disabled percons, performers,
to have access to and to make use of copyright works is recognised

> the AGt must be amended to cater for these specific needs

* the importance to encourage and to enable creative artists, and creative industries,
to benefit from thear creative work and input is recognised

> the Act must be amended to enable these benefits on an equitable basis

D therefore, the updating and modernisation of the Copyright Act,
1978 is necessary is timeln and is supported

..'. BUT the changes must be done in a legally correct and effective manner and the
outcome must create a fair and equitable dispensation
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NEED FOR COPYRIGHT LAW TO BE UPDATED
COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL NECESSARY

u in updating and modernising the current Copyright Act, 1978 it is
important to take into account several principles and guidelines
'i' SA has to implement, and adhere to, the international treaties and instruments

that the country has acceded to
{' SA has to take note of technologica! developments, including legal solutions applied

in other countries, but without compromising the existing legal dispensation of the
country and without slavishly adopting lega! models of other countries

'i' SA has to take account of the need to establish a legal system that will empower
and enable - and ultlmately benefit - local creators, artists, composers,
performers, students - but also loca! creative industries and buslness entities

:" SA has to take account of its domestic legal dispensatlon in the broader field of
lP, and should not compromise long-standing fundamental principles

t' SA should take into account the findings and recommendations of bodies that
have investigated and assessed the needs and shortcomings of the current lP
legal dispensation, also in the field of copyright law

tr it is not apparent that these principles and guidelines were taken
into account in the drafting of the Copyright Amendment Bill, 2017
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NEED FOR COPYRIGHT LAW TO BE UPDATED

COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL, 2OL7

E since the first copyright Amendment Bill, 2015 was published the
amendment process has elicited extensive public comment
+ ttre Copyright Amendment Bilt,2017 is an improvement on the 2015 Bill but has

!ikewise elicited wide but also conflicting reaction

tl the Portfotio Committee will be addressed over the next days by
stakeholder groups emphasising different aspects of the Bill,
including perceivld benefits but also alleged shortcomings of the
Bill
.i. it may be difficult for the @mmittee, in the light of the conflicting posltions put

forurard, to come to a decision on the various issues

E therefore, it is proposed that the Committee consider appointint a

Task Team of Experts to work through the Bill and inform the
C.ommittee

.i- such a Task Team should address the various drafting and legal problems raised, and

try to correct the numerous errors and shortcomings identified

.i. such a Task Team should consider and assess the arguments raised in regard to policy

considerations, legal models used in other countries, and economic factors

.! such a Task Team should atso consider convening an inclusive consultative workshop

for stakeholderc to debate the issues and to seek acceptable solutions
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COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL, 2OL7

CRUCIAL LEGAL ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

D it is not poss:ble within a time span of 20 minutes to dealfully
with all bf the problematic issueis of the 2017 Bill
* in its written submission the SAllPt addresses all of these issues in detail

I only a number of crucial legal issues, arising from ill-considered
legi-slative provisions, wil! be addressed
'l' provlsions for new or enhanced enforceable rights packages

> a new enforceable right is the user royalty right

> another new enforceable right is the resale royalty right

'1" provisions for new or extended exceptions to, or dilution of, enforceable
rights

> the introduction of'fair use' concessions

> the introduction of extended exceptions from copyright protectaon

'l' provisions with unclear terms and concepts andlor ill-consldered outcomes

> the indiscriminate use of the phrase 'user, performer, owner, producer, authot/

) the provisions in respect of'orphan works'

> the provisions in regard to state-owned copyright

> the provision to restrict the duration of an assignment of copyright
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CRUCIAL LEGAL ISSUE

NEW ENFORCEABLE RIGHT: USER ROYALTY RIGHT

fl the Bill (s 4 5,6) will introduce a new and highly questionable
right to receive a new type of royalties, namely a user royalty right

.1. the Act (s 2) provides for 9 categories of copyright works, namely

- literary works - clnematograph fllms - programme-carrying signals

- musical work - sound recordings - published editions
- artistic works - broadcasts - computer programs

* what is notable is that the Bill only seeks to provide for the user royalty rlght in
respect of 4 of these categories of copyright works, namely

- literary and musical works (Bill s a)

- artlstic works (Bill s 5)

- cinematograph films (Bill s 5)

{' the other categories of copyright works, although also potentially'usable', will
not be subject to this user royalty right

'i this appears to be discriminatory in regard to the author of the work, the owner
of the copyrlght, and the user of the work
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CRUCIAL LEGAL ISSUE

NEW ENFORCEABLE RIGHT: USER ROYALTY RIGHT

tr the Bill (s 4,5,61will amend the Act ls 6,7,8) to provide that,
despite the transfer of copyright in the work concerned

'by the user, performer, owner, producer or author, the user, performel, owner,
producer or author of such work shall have the right to claim an equal portion of
the royalty payable for the use of such copyright work'

* the wording of this provislon simply does not make sense

i how can the user or performer or producer of a literary or musical work (s 4), or an

altistic work (s 5), or a cinematograph film (s 6) have the right to transfer the copyright?

z. which party is liable to pay the user royalty, to which party must the 'claim' be

addressed, and to which party must the royalty be paid?

, must the author ol the copyright work, or the owner of the copyright, pay the user,

since the user has the right to claim an equal portion of the royalty

i what does the term'use'of the copyright work mean: lf I read a book, or listen to a
musicat work, am I 'using'the work and thus liable to pay a royalty?

'l' 8UT if I Iisten to a sound recording or use a computer prognrm, no user noyafi is payable

D the Bill (s 33) willalso introduce into the Act (s 398) a provision
that a tdrm in any contract which purports to renounce a right
afforded by the Act shall be unenforceable
* the current provisions for a user royalty right must be reconsidered
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CRUCIAL LEGAT ISSUE

NEW ENFORCEABTE RIGHT: RESALE ROYALTY RIGHT

fI the Bill (s 9) will introduce into the Act new sections (s 98 - 9F) to
provide for a new type of royalty, namely a resale royalty right
{. the obiective with this royafi was understood primarily to benefft emerging

creative artists, by enabling them to benefit from the sales of their work; however,
it is not clear that this objective will be achieved

{. many aspects of the resale royalty right provisions simply do not make sense

[J in terms of s 9B(1] the author of an 'artistic worlC shall enjoy an
'inalienable right' to receive royalties on the commercial resale of
the work subsequent to the 'first transfer by the user of that worK
t' an 'artistic worlC is defined in the Act (s 1) to mean paintings, sculptures, drawings,

engravings, photographs, works of architecture, works of craftsmanship; so,
theoretically when any of these items are sold a resale royalty will be payable

{. it is not clear what was intended by'the first transfer by the user of the worK; it
seems that an artistic work must first be used and then transfurred by the user
before the resale royalty will be payable
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CRUCIAL LEGAL ISSUE

NEW ENFORCEABLE RIGHT: RESALE ROYALTY RIGHT

E in terms of s 9B(2) the resale royalty shall be payable at the rate
prescribed by the Minister
.l there is no provision for a sliding scale to be prescribed; so, theoretically the rate will

be the same for a very costly work by a famous artist and a less costly work by an

emerging artist, so that the famous artist will receive more money

D in terms of s 9B(3) the 'user, performer, owner, producer or
autho/ of an artistic work shall be entitled to the resale royalty

.i. so, not only the creative artist (ie the author) will receive the royalty, but also the
user (eg the tenant of a building), or the owner (eg of an art work displayed in a
gallery), or the performer (eg a model for a sculpture), or the producer (eg the
maker of a work of craftsmanship) will be entitled to a resale royalty

E in terms of s 9C, where a name/mark appears on an artistic work
purportang to identify a person as the author, such person shall
ireiumedto be the 'irser, performer, owner, producer or autho/

.1. this makes no sense; the author of an artistic work is expressly defined in the Act

E in terms of s 9B(4), the resale royalty right will apply whether or
not the author was the'first user, performer, owner, producer or
author' of the copyright in the work

.i. this provision creates confusion; the author was the author, not the copyright owner
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CRUCIAL LEGAL ISSUE
NEW ENFORCEABTE RIGHT: RESALE ROYALTY RIGHT

D
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in terms of s 9D(1) the resale royalty right of a ,user, performer,
owner, producer or authorr expires 50 years from the end of thL
calendar year in which the author died
'i' so, presumably the 'user, performer, owner, producer, will also lose their

resale royalty rights 50 years after the death of the author
fl in terms of s 9E assignment or waiver of a resale royalty right is

unlawful and unenforceable
'l however, in terms of s 9F a resale royalty right may be transmitted by

testamentary disposition or by operation of law
D in term! 9f s 9F(2) it seems that an author may transfer

authorship of a work
{' authorship is defined in the Act; no provision is made for authorship to be assigned

u finally, the Bill does not indicate who woutd be responsible to
pay the resale royalty - the seller or the buyer of the work?

fl in conclusion, the principle of a resale royalty is supported if the
outcome would be to benefit and reward young and emerging
artists, but the model as set out in the Bill has many flaws 5nd-
inconsistencies and will have to be revised and impioved
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NEW EXCEPTIONS TO ENFORCEABLE RIGHTS:

FAIR USE

t1

D the Act stipulates (s 5 - 118) tailor-made packages of exclusive
and enforceable ri-ghts in respect of the differenl categories of
copyright works; these rights are enjoyed by the copyiight
owner
+ the Act also stipulates (s 12 - 19B) specific exceptions to the enforceable rights

in respect ofthe different categories of copyright works; these exceptions are
intended to permit'fair dealing' by the public with these works

+ thls system has always been regarded as a fair and equitable dispensation,
providing for a balance of rights between the ownerc of copyright and the publlc

'i however, updatlng or modernising of the dlspensation to cater for the digital
era and the electronic technology, and also for the needs of disabled persons,
was deemed necessary

D thq Bill (s 1o) wil! amend the Act (s 12| by substituting for s
12(1), applicable to literary and musicbl ivorks, a new s 12(1) to
pr-ovide th-at'fair use'in respect of a work for certain purposes
will not infringe copyright
{' a list of 8 specific purposes is set out that may quallfy as 'fair use', followed by a

provision that all factors, but in particular 4 listed factors, must be taken into
account to determine whether an act constitutes'fair use'



NEW EXCEPTIONS TO ENFORCEABLE RIGHTS:

FAIR USE

B the current s 12(1) of the Act refers to the concept 'fair dealing'
that will not constitute infringemen$ the new s 12(1) to be
introduced by the Bill refers to the concept 'fair use'
* the use of the new concept 'fair use' is noteworthy, since this is a concept

foreign to SA law but used in the copyright law of the US; the concept 'fair
deallng'as used ln the Act has been part ofthe law of SA for decades

fl the current s 12(1) of the Act applies only to literary and musical
works; the new s 12(1) to be introduced by the Bill will apply to
'fair use' of works in general
{' it is not clear how all of the listed 'fair use' acts could be equally applicable to

all of the different categories of works

fl the Bil! (s 11) then introduces into the Act a new s 12A setting
out a long list of acts, again applicable to works in general, that
will not constitute infringement
'l. although this is not clear, it seems that the new s 12A is intended to expand the

acts to be regarded as'fair use' in terms of new s 12(1)
.l. some of the excluded acts are justifiable, some are confusingly repetitive of the

provisions of the new s 12(1), and some are questionable
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FURTHER EXCEPTIONS TO ENFORCEABLE RIGHTS:

GENERAL EXCEPTIONS

[] the Bill (s 12, t7l will also introduce into the Act new s 13A,
13B and 198 - 19D to make further provision for new
exceptions to enforceable copyrights in addition to the existing
exceptions

i' new s 13A wlll permit the making of temporary or incidental copies of a work for
technological reasons

> new s 13B will permit the making of copies or recordings of a work for academic and
educational purposes

> new s 198 wil! permlt certaln acts entailing the use of a computer program to observe
or test or adiust the functioning of the program

> new s 19C will create ceftain genera! exceptions in respect of copyright works in
favour of libraries, archives, museums and galleries

i new s 19D will create an exception for the making of accessible format copies for
persons with disabilities
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E the Bill (s 13 - 16) then totally repeals some of the current
exc-eption provisions in the Act (s L7, L8,19A), applicable to
different categories of works, and also repeais th6 exception
provisions in the Act (s 16(1)l in respect ol cinematograph films

{. it is presumed that the intentlon was to introduce a new set of general
exceptions; however, the appropriateness and impact of the new dispensation
will have to be assessed



FURTHER EXCEPTIONS TO ENFORCEABLE RIGHTS:

GENERAL EXCEPTIONS

fl a revision of the current exception provisions in the Act is
supported and is indeed necessary

.1. however, any new dlspensation must preserve a balance between the
rights of authors and copyright owners, and the rights of potential users
(including performers, producers, students, etc)

tr the need is recognised for the public, and in particular certain
sectors of the public (such as students, persons with
disabilities, small business entities, educational institutions,
libraries) to have easier access to copyright works
{' however, it is submitted that it would be important to reassess the ambit

and potential consequences ofthe proposed exceptions to ensure that the
envisaged objectives will be achieved while preserving a balance of rights

.i. for lnstance, if 'any person'(as per s 138(1)), not only academic institutions,
may freely make copies of entire textbooks for use by students, the rights
of the publishing industry will be negatively impacted although the overall
purpose of education may be pursued

20
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UNCLEAR TERMS AND CONCEPTS
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ILL.CONSIDERED OUTCOM E

22

s

n the Biltappears to make indiscriminate use of the phrase,user,
performer, owner, producer, authorr to_refer to a person or party,
eg in s 4(c), s 5(c), s 9 [introducing s 98, 9C, 9D intothe eOt ' -"
+ it is submitted that this phrase is undefined and lacks clarity, inasmuch as it is not

clear which relevant item is intended to appty in a specific case
.i. the use of this phrase must be reconsidered and corrected

fl the Bill introduces a definition of the concept ,orphan work, and
will insert into the Act (new s22Al comprehensirie frovisions for
the granting of licences and for thi assignment of ,jrfhan works,
'i' the introduction of the concept is supported; however it is submitted that the

provisions regarding orphan work have flaws and should be revised
tr the Billwill also effect.certain changes to the Act (s 5, 22(l)) in

regard to State-owned copyright
{' although the changes have meri! it is submitted that the potential consequences of

the provisions should be reconsidered, eg the potential conflict with the provisions
of the Act on rp Rights from publicly Financed Research and Development, 200g

UNCLEAR TERMS AND CONCEPTS



UNCLEAR TERMS AND CONCEPTS

I LL.CONSIDERED OUTCOM ES

tr the Biltwillamend the Act (s 22(3)l to provide that an assignment of
copyright shal! be valid for i period of 25 years from date of assignment

.1 presumablythis provision is intended to introduce into SA's copyright lawthe so<alled

revercionary right; the amendment gives no indication to whom the copyright would revert
.1. it is submitted that this fundamental change of SA's copyright law wil! have far-reaching

and probably unintended, outcomes
.l the potentially damaging outcomes of this provision are exacerbated by the provision of

proposed new s 398, namely that a term in a contract that purports to renounce a right

afforded by the Act, shall be unenforceable

tr it is accepted that a reversionary provision could assist to address the
apparent imbalance and unfairn-e-ss in cases where an inexperienced or
eilerging creative artist is coerced into assigning his/her cdpyright
* however, the provision as proposed woutd not necessarily resolve this problem; it is not

clear whether a subsequent assignment would not be demanded
.! moreover, the provisions of s 22 of the Act will apply to al! works and regardless of

whetlrer or not the assignor is well-briefed on the consequences of an assignment and is

adequately rewarded for the assignment

tr it is recommended that this fundamental change should be
reconsidered and appropriately formulated
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COPYRIGHT AMENDMENT BILL, 2OT7

CONTENTIOUS POLICY ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

fl in conclusion it is submitted that a number of contentious policy
positions appearing from the Bill may have to be addressed
* the policy position in general to deal wlth the'use'of a copyright work

> to date the Act does not in general prohibiVpermit the 'use' of a copyright work
> the restricted/prohibited acts are specified in respect of each category of works; 'use' is

not such a prohibited act

> the concept'use'is not detrned in the A@ and it is not clear what this concept will corer
> this lack of clarity manifests itself in the new user royalty right to be lntrcduced

.i' the poliry position to introduce the US-based'fair use'system
> to date fte Act does not in general permh 'fair use' of a opryright work
> the Act currently specifies the asts that will be exempted from copyright

infringement in respect of each category of works; in respect of these exempted
acts the concept of 'fair dealing' is used

; to introduce the U$based concept and system of 'fair usd, which is foreign to SA law,
is expected to cause uncertainty and lead to conflict

tr the Portfolio Committee is urged to consider the appointment of a
Task Team of Experts to address also these issues and to inform
the Committee
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